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A -slow netlist N is one whi h may be retimed to another
netlist N , where the number of lat hes along ea h wire of N is a multiple of . Leiserson and Saxe [1, page 54℄ have shown that by in reasing
(a pro ess termed slowdown) and retiming, any design may be made
systoli , thereby dramati ally de reasing its y le time. In this paper we
develop a new fully-automated abstra tion algorithm appli able to the
veri ation of generalized -slow ip- op based netlists; the more generalized topology a epted by our approa h allows appli ability to a fairly
large lass of pipelined netlists. This abstra tion redu es the number of
state variables and divides the diameter of the model by ; intuitively,
it folds the state spa e of the design modulo . We study the rea hable
state spa e of both the original and redu ed netlists, and establish a slow bisimulation relation between the two. We demonstrate how CTL*
model he king may be preserved through the abstra tion for a useful
fragment of CTL* formulae. Experiments with two omponents of IBM's
Gigahertz Pro essor demonstrate the e e tiveness of this abstra tion algorithm.

Abstra t.
0

1

0

Introdu tion

Leiserson and Saxe [1, 2℄ have de ned a -slow netlist N as one whi h is retiming
equivalent to another netlist N 0 , where the number of lat hes along ea h wire of
N 0 is a multiple of . Netlist N 0 may be viewed as having equivalen e lasses of
lat hes; lat hes in lass i may only fan out to lat hes in lass (i + 1) mod . Ea h
equivalen e lass of lat hes of N 0 ontains data from an independent stream of
exe ution, and data from two or more independent streams may never arrive at
any netlist element on urrently. They demonstrate that designs may be made
systoli through slowdown (in reasing ), and how this pro ess dramati ally bene ts the y le time of su h designs. We have observed at IBM a widespread use
of su h pipelining through slowdown, for example, in ontrol logi whi h routes
tokens to and from table-based logi (e.g., a hes and instru tion dispat h logi ).
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This use has been hand- rafted during the design development, not a hieved via
a synthesis tool.
The purpose of our resear h is to develop a sound and omplete abstra tion
algorithm for the veri ation of a generalized lass of ip- op (FF) based -slow
designs, whi h eliminates all but one equivalen e lass of FFs and redu es the
diameter of the model by a fa tor of . To the best of our knowledge, this paper is
the rst to exploit the stru ture of -slow designs for enhan ed veri ation. Our
motivating example was an intri ate ve-stage pipelined ontrol netlist with
feedba k, and with an asyn hronous interrupt to every stage. This interrupt
input prevents the lassi ation of this design as -slow by the de nition in [2℄,
but our generalization of that de nition enables us to lassify and perform a
-slow abstra tion upon this example. Due to its omplexity and size, model
he king this netlist required enormous omputational omplexity even after
onsiderable manual abstra tion.
Retiming itself is insuÆ ient to a hieve the results of -slow abstra tion.
Retiming is not guaranteed to redu e the diameter of the model, and does not
hange the number of lat hes along a dire ted y le. It should also be noted
that a good BDD ordering annot a hieve the bene ts of this abstra tion. For
example, assume that we have two netlists, N and N 0 , where N is equivalent
to N 0 ex ept that the FF ount along ea h wire of N 0 is multiplied by . One
may hypothesize that a BDD ordering whi h groups the FFs along ea h wire
together may bound the BDD size for the rea hable set of N to within a fa tor
of of that of N 0 ; however, we have found ounterexamples to this hypothesis.
A better ordering groups all variables of a given lass together, as the design
ould be viewed as omprising independent ma hines in parallel. However,
su h ordering will not redu e the number of state variables nor the diameter of
the model.
A related lass of resear h has onsidered the transformation of level-sensitive
lat h-based netlists to simpler edge-sensitive FF-based ones. (Refer to [3℄ for a
behavioral de nition of these lat h types.) Hasteer et al. [4℄ have shown that
multi-phase netlists may be \phase abstra ted" to simpler FF-based netlists
for sequential hardware equivalen e. Baumgartner et al. [5℄ have taken a similar approa h ( alled \dual-phase abstra tion" for a 2-phase design) for model
he king. This approa h preserves initial values and provides greater redu tion
in the number of state variables than the phase abstra tion from [4℄ alone. Phase
abstra tion is fundamentally di erent than -slow abstra tion. For example, in
multi-phase designs, only one lass of lat hes updates at ea h time-step. Furthermore, the initial values of all but one lass of lat hes will be overwritten
before propagation. Therefore, given a FF-based design, these approa hes are of
no further bene t.
The remainder of the do ument is organized as follows. Se tion 2 provides our
de nition of -slow netlists, and introdu es a 3-slow netlist N . In Se tion 3 we
introdu e an abstra ted version of this netlist. We demonstrate the orre tness
of the abstra tion in Se tion 4. In parti ular we demonstrate a natural orresponden e between the original and abstra ted designs whi h we refer to as a
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-slow bisimulation, and dis uss the e e t of the abstra tion upon CTL* model
he king. In Se tion 5 we introdu e algorithms to determine the maximum , to
perform the abstra tion, and to translate tra es from the abstra ted model to
tra es in the original netlist. We provide experimental results in Se tion 6, and
summarize and present future work items in Se tion 7.
2

C-Slow Netlists

In this se tion we provide our de nition of -slow netlists, whi h is a more general
de nition than that of [2℄. We assume that the netlist ontains no level-sensitive
lat hes; if it does, phase abstra tion [5℄ should be performed to yield a FF-based
netlist. We further assume that the netlist has no gated- lo k FFs; if it does,
it is at most 1-slow (sin e an ina tive gate mandates that the next state of the
FF be equivalent to its present state). Ea h -slow netlist N is omprised of
equivalen e lasses of FFs hara terized as follows.

De nition 1. A -slow netlist is one whose gates and FFs may be - olored

su h that:

1. Ea h FF is assigned a olor i.
2. All FFs whi h have FFs of olor i in their support have olor (i + 1) mod .
3. All gates whi h have FFs of olor i in their support have olor i.
There are several noteworthy points in the above de nition. First, sin e no
gate may ontain FFs of more than one olor in its support, the design may
not reason about itself ex ept \modulo ". Intuitively, it is this property whi h
allows us to \fold" the design to a smaller domain of a single oloring of FFs.
Se ond, the oloring restri tions apply only to FFs and to gates whi h have
FFs in their support. Hen e, it is legal for primary inputs to fanout to FFs of
multiple olors, whi h makes our de nition more general than that in [2℄. This
generality has shown great potential in extending the lass of netlists to whi h
we may apply the -slow abstra tion; the two design fragments of the Gigahertz
Pro essor from our sample set whi h were found to be -slow would not have
been lassi able as su h without this generality.
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Consider the generi 3-slow netlist N depi ted in Figure 1. We assume that
this netlist represents a omposition of the design under test and its environment.
We also assume that no single input will fan out to FFs of di erent olors. Later
in this se tion we demonstrate that we may soundly alter netlists whi h violate
this assumption by splitting su h inputs into fun tionally identi al yet distin t
ones, one per olor. All nets may be ve tors. We arbitrarily de ne the olor of
FFs X as 0, of Y as 1, and of Z as 2.
Consider the rst several time-steps of symboli rea hability analysis of N
in Table 1 below. The symboli values ai , bi , and i represent arbitrary values
produ ible at inputs A, B, and C respe tively. The symbol ij represents the
initial value of the FFs of olor j .
time
0
1
2
3
4
5
A
a1
a2
a3
a4
a5
a6
B
b1
b2
b3
b4
b5
b6
C
1
2
3
4
5
6

D f 1(a1 ; i2 )
t 21
t14
f 1 a4 ; t33
t22
f 1(a6 ; t12 )

E
i0
f 1(a1 ; i2 )
t21
t14
f 1 a4 ; t33
t22

F f 2(b1 ; i0 )
t 31
t23
f 2 b4 ; t14 )
t32
f 2(b6 ; t22 )

G
i1
f 2(b1 ; i0 )
t31
t23
f 2 b4 ; t14 )
t32

H f 3( 1 ; i1 )
t 11
t33
f3
t12
f 3( 6 ; t32 )
4 ; t23

I
i2
f 3( 1 ; i1 )
t11
t33
f3
t12
4 ; t23



J f 4(i2 ) f 4 f 3( 1 ; i1 ) f 4(t11 ) f 4 t33
f4 f3
f 4(t12 )
4 ; t23
t11
t23
t31



= f 3 2 ; f 2(b1 ; i0 )
= f 2(b3 ; t21 )

= f 2 b2 ; f 1(a1 ; i2 )

t12
t21
t32

= f3
= f1
= f2

Table 1.


)
a2 ; f 3( 1 ; i1 )

5; f 2

b5 ; f

1

b4 ; t14

a4 ; t33

t14
t22
t33

= f 1(a3 ; t11 )
= f 1 a5 ; f 3
= f 3( 3 ; t31 )

4 ; t23



Rea hability Analysis of N

At any instant in time, ea h signal may only be a fun tion of the value
generated by a given \data sour e" at every -th y le. By data sour e, we
refer to inputs and initial values. This observation illustrates the motivation
behind this abstra tion; our transformation yields a design where ea h signal
may on urrently (nondeterministi ally) be a fun tion of ea h data sour e at
ea h y le.
3

Abstra tion of C-Slow Netlists

In this se tion we illustrate the stru tural modi ations ne essary and suÆ ient
to perform the -slow abstra tion.
The algorithm for performing the abstra tion is as follows. Color 1 FFs are
abstra ted by repla ement with a mux sele ted by a onjun tion of a random
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value with rst y le; the output of this mux passes through a FF, and the
initial value of this FF is de ned by the value whi h would appear at its input if
rst y le were asserted. Color 0 FFs are abstra ted by repla ement with a mux
whi h is sele ted by rst y le. All others are abstra ted by repla ement with
a mux whi h is sele ted by a onjun tion of a random value with rst y le. If
the netlist is a feed-forward pipeline, all variables may be repla ed in this last
manner, thereby onverting the sequential netlist to a ombinational one.
Consider netlist N 0 shown in Figure 2 below, whi h represents our -slow
abstra tion of N . We initialize Z 0 with the value whi h would appear at its inputs
if rst y le were 1. The new inputs ND and ND0 represent nondeterministi
values. We will utilize one opy of this netlist (with rst y le tied up) to generate
the initial values for Z 0 . This initial value will be utilized in a se ond opy of this
netlist where rst y le is tied down, whi h is the opy that we will model he k.
Intuitively, the nondeterministi initial value allows the output of the rightmost
mux to take all possible values observable at net I in N during the rst y les.
Thereafter, straightforward rea hability analysis will ensure orresponden e of
N and N 0 .
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Abstra ted 3-Stage Netlist N

0

The rst two y les of symboli simulation of N 0 is provided in Table 2. To
ompensate for the \nondeterministi initial state set" indu ed by this abstra tion, we have split this analysis into three timeframes; y les 00 and 10 represent
the timeframe indu ed by the rst element of the set { that element further
being a fun tion only of the initial values of the FFs of olor 0, y les 01 and
11 indu ed by the se ond element, et . This analysis illustrates the manner in
whi h the design will be treated by the rea hability engine.
There are several riti al points illustrated by the above table. First, the
values present at FFs of olor
1 in N 0 , at time i along the path indu ed by
initial values of olor j , are equivalent to those present upon their orrespondents
in N at time 3i + j . This may be indu tively expanded by noting that ij in the
above two tables need not orrelate to initial values, but to any rea hable state.
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time
00
10
A
a3
a6
B
b4
b7
C
5
8

D
t 14
f 1 a6 ; t12 )

E
t14
f 1 a6 ; t12 )

F f 2 b4 ; t14 )
t13
G f 2 b4 ; t14 )
t13

H
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f3
8 ; t13 )
I
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t12
J
f 4(t11 )
f 4(t12 )
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7

3
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t22

2(b6 ; t22 )
t23
f 2(b6 ; t22 )


f3
f3
4 ; t23
7 ; f 2(b6 ; t22 )

f 3( 1 ; i1 )
f3
4 ; t23


f 4 f 3( 1 ; i1 )
f4 f3
4 ; t23
t23

t13

Table 2.
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1(a6 ; t12 )

Rea hability Analysis of N

0

Another point is that, in order to \align" the values present at FFs of olor
1, we have been for ed to temporally skew the inputs. For example, omparing
any state at time i in N 0 with states 3i + j in N , we see that the inputs whi h
fan out to all but olor 0 FFs are skewed forward by an amount equal to the
olor of the FFs in their transitive fanout. While this may seem bizarre, re all
our assumption that the netlist is a omposition of the environment and design.
Therefore, without loss of generality, the inputs may only be ombinational free
variables or onstants. In either ase, the values they may hold at any times i
and j are equivalent. For ea h value that input ve tor A may take at time i
(denoted Ai ), there is an equivalent value that A may take at any time j , and
vi e-versa. This fa t is ru ial to the orre tness of our abstra tion.
To further demonstrate this point, we now dis uss how we handle inputs
whi h fan out to FFs of multiple olors. We split su h \multi- olor" input logi
ones into a separate one per olor. To illustrate the ne essity of this te hnique,
assume that inputs A and B were tied together in N { a single input AB .
Thus, values ai and bi are identi al. Tying these together in N 0 would violate
the orresponden e; for example, state t32 is a fun tion of a4 and b5 , ea h being
a distin t value produ ible by input AB . Clearly any state produ ible in N 0 ,
where a4 and b5 are equivalent, would be produ ible in N . However, any state in
N where a4 and b5 di er would be unprodu ible in N 0 , unless we split AB into
two fun tionally equivalent, yet distin t, inputs { one for olor 0 and the other
for olor 1. Su h splitting of shared input ones is straightforward, and may be
performed automati ally in O(  nets) time. This logi splitting may en ompass
ombinational logi al elements, and even logi sub ir uits in luding FFs whi h
themselves are -slow. The exa t theory of su h splitting of sequential ones is
still under development, though may be motivated by noting that peripheral
lat hes upon multi- olor inputs learly need not limit .
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Corre tness of Abstra tion

In this se tion we de ne our notion of orresponden e between the original and
abstra ted netlists, whi h we term a -slow bisimulation (inspired by Milner's
bisimulation relations [6℄). We will relate our designs to Kripke stru tures, whi h
are de ned as follows.

De nition 2. A Kripke stru ture K = hS; S0 ; A; L; Ri, where S is a set of states,
S0  S is the set of initial states, A is the set of atomi propositions, L : S 7! 2
is the labeling fun tion, and R  S  S is the transition relation.

A

Our designs are des ribed as Moore ma hines (using Moore ma hines, instead
of the more general Mealy ma hines [7℄, simpli es the exposition for this paper,
though our implementation is able to handle Mealy ma hines by treating outputs
as FFs). We use the following de nitions for a Moore ma hine and its asso iated
stru ture (similar to Grumberg and Long [8℄).

De nition 3. A Moore ma hine M = hL; S; S0 ; I; O; V; Æ; i, where L is the set
of state variables (FFs), S = 2L is the set of states, S0  S is the set of initial
states, I is the set of input variables, O is the set of output variables, V  L is
the set of property visible FFs, Æ  S  2I  S is the transition relation, and
: S 7! 2O is the output fun tion.
We uniquely identify ea h state by a subset of the state variables; intuitively,
this subset represents those FFs whi h evaluate to a 1 at that state.

De nition 4. The Kripke stru ture asso iated with a Moore ma hine M =
hL; S; S0 ; I; O; V; Æ; i is denoted by K (M ) = hS K ; S0K ; A; L; Ri, where S K =
2L I , S0K = fs 2 S K : s I 2 S0 g, A = V , L = S K 7! 2V , and R (s; x); (t; y )
i Æ (s; x; t).
Intuitively, we de ne S0K as the subset of S K whi h, when proje ted down
to the FFs, is equivalent to S0 . We will de ne V to be the FFs of olor
1.
In the sequel we will use M to denote the Moore ma hine as well as the Kripke
[

stru ture for the ma hine.

De nition 5. A -transition of a Kripke stru ture M is a sequen e of transitions from state si to si+ , where R(sj ; sj +1 ) for all j su h that 0  j < .

M be the Kripke stru ture of a -slow ma hine. We de ne
the extended initial state set of M , Sinit  S , as the set of all states rea hable
within
1 time-steps from the initial state of M .

De nition 6. Let

De nition 7. Let M and M be two Kripke stru tures. A relation G  S  S
0

0

is a -slow-bisimulation relation if G(s; s ) implies:
1. L(s) = L0 (s0 ).
2. for every t 2 S su h that there exists a
transition of M from state s to
t, there exists t0 2 S 0 su h that R0 (s0 ; t0 ) and G(t; t0 ).
0
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3. for every t0 2 S 0 su h that R0 (s0 ; t0 ), there exists t 2 S su h that there exists
a
transition of M from state s to t, and G(t; t0 ).
We say that a -slow-bisimulation exists from M to M 0 (denoted by M  M 0 )
i there exists a -slow bisimulation relation G su h that for all s 2 Sinit and
t0 2 S00 , there exist s0 2 S00 and t 2 Sinit su h that G(s; s0 ) and G(t; t0 ).
An in nite path  = (s0 ; s1 ; s2 ; : : :) is a sequen e of states su h that any two
su essive states are related by the transition relation (i.e., R(si ; si+1 )). Let  i
denote the suÆx path (si ; si+1 ; si+2 ; : : :). We say that the -slow-bisimulation relation exists between two in nite paths  = (s0 ; s1 ; s2 ; : : :) and  0 = (s00 ; s01 ; s02 ; : : :),
denoted by G(;  0 ), i for all i  0, we have that G(s i ; s0i ).
Lemma 1. Let s and s0 be states of stru tures M and M 0 , respe tively, su h
that G(s; s0 ). For ea h in nite path  starting at s and omposed of transitions
of M , there exists an in nite path  0 starting at s0 and omposed of transitions
of M 0 su h that G(;  0 ). Similarly, for ea h in nite path  0 atarting at s0 and
omposed of transitions of M 0 , there exists an in nite path  starting at s and
omposed of transitions of M su h that G(;  0 ).
The bisimilarity ensures that the rea hable set of the original and abstra ted
netlists will be equivalent. Thus, properties su h as AG and EF, where  is
a boolean property, are trivially preserved using this abstra tion, provided that
all formula signals refer to nets of the same olor. This
 may seem limiting: a
simple formula su h as AG(lat hIn ! AX lat hOut ) reasons about two differently olored nets. However, su h a formula may be aptured by an automaton whi h transitions upon lat hIn  1 to a state where it samples lat hOut;
the new \single- olored" formula asserts that this sampled value  1. Note that
su h transformations of CTL to automata are ommonpla e for on-the- y model
he king [9℄.
One approa h to transforming properties for this abstra tion is to synthesize the original property (for the unabstra ted design), and ompose it into the
model prior to abstra tion. The stru tural abstra tion will thereby also abstra t
the property. Logi synthesis algorithms may need to be tuned for optimal use
of the -slow abstra tion. For example, p ! AXAXAXq may likely be synthesized as a ounter ( ounting the number of y les whi h have o urred sin e
p). However, su h a dire t translation would violate the -slow topology of the
design. We therefore propose a pipelined \one-hot" translation whi h would,
for example, spe i ally introdu e N state variables rather than dlog2 (N )e for
AX N , if it is determined that the design has a -slow topology. Translation of
design substru tures whi h violate -slowness, but may be safely repla ed with
substru tures whi h do not, is an important topi whi h is not limited to property automata. We did not implement su h a \ -slow-friendly translator" for
our experimentation, as our properties were relatively simple and in many ases
implemented dire tly via automata anyway, though we feel that one ould be
readily automated.
A se ond approa h to abstra ting the property is a dedi ated transformation
algorithm. Either approa h pla es substantial onstraints upon the fragment of
CTL* that our abstra tion may handle, as is re e ted by the following de nition.
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De nition 8. A -slow redu ible (CSR) subformula  and its -slow redu tion
() are de ned indu tively as follows.

p is a CSR state formula  = p, and () = p.
(Note that these atomi propositions are limited to the property-visible nets
V , whi h are nets of olor 1.)
if p is a CSR state formula, so is  = :p, and () = : (p).
if p and q are CSR state formulae, so is  = p ^ q , and () = (p) ^ (q ).
if p is a CSR path formula, then  = Ep is a CSR state formula, and () =
E (p).
if p is a CSR path formula, then  = Ap is a CSR state formula, and
() = A (p).
ea h CSR state formula  is also a CSR path formula .
if p is a CSR path formula, so is  = :p, and () = : (p).
if p and q are CSR path formulae, so is  = p ^ q , and () = (p) ^ (q ).
if p is a CSR path formula, so is  = X p, and () = X (p). (Note that
strings of less than X operators must be attened via translation to automata.)

{ every atomi proposition
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

If p is a CSR path subformula, then  = AG p and  = EF p are CSR
path formulae, for whi h () = AG (p) or () = EF (p), respe tively.
These last transformations are not re ursively appli able; EF and AG are only
appli able as the rst tokens in the formula. Furthermore, CSR subformulas are
themselves insuÆ ient for model he king using this abstra tion; the top-level
quanti ation is ne essary to break the dependen e on the initial state of the
on rete model.
Note that pU q is not a CSR formula, sin e it entails reasoning a ross onse utive time-steps. However, sin e the design may only reason about itself modulo
, we have not found it bene ial to use su h a property to verify the design.
Furthermore, we have found it useful to use a modulo- variant of the U operator
for su h designs. We de ne pU q as true along a path (si ; si+1 ; :::) i there exists
a j su h that sj j= q , and for all states at index k where (j mod )  (k mod )
and k < j , we have that sj j= p. Similar approa hes apply to the general use of
G and F .
It is noteworthy that every property whi h we had veri ed of the designs
reported in our experimental results was suitable for -slow abstra tion. As per
the above dis ussion, we suspe t that all meaningful properties of su h netlists
will either be dire tly suitable for -slow abstra tion, or may be strengthened to
be made suitable.

Theorem 1. Let  = (s0 ; s1 ; s2 ; : : :) and  = (s0 ; s1 ; s2 ; : : :) be in nite paths of

M and M , respe tively. If G is a

0

0

0

0

-slow-bisimulation relation su h that G(;  0 ),
then for every -slow-redu ible CTL* path formula ,  j=  i  0 j= ().
0

Theorem 2. If N is a -slow abstra tion of N , then N
0

N .
0
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Proof. Our indu tion hypothesis is that Theorem 2 holds for all -slow netlists,
where of length  n.
Base Case: n = 2.
As depi ted in Figure , in this ase we have two sets of FFs, where X is olor
0, and Y is olor 1. The abstra tion is performed as des ribed in Se tion 3.

Indu tive Step:

This step shows that if the bisimulation holds for up to n, then it also holds
for = n 1. The indu tion relies upon the the addition of \intermediate" olored
sets of FFs, whi h are all repla ed with MUXes whose sele ts are onjun tions
of a unique random value (for that olor) with rst y le, as depi ted in Figure
.
Table below provides the rst two steps of symboli simulation for the netlists
depi ted in Figure . As above, this table represents both the base ase of an
indu tion on i (where ij represents the initial value of all olor-j FFs, as well
as an indu tive step by allowing ij to represent any state rea hable, proje ted
down to olor j FFs.
The proof of orre tness for feed-forward pipelines is omitted due to spa e
onstraints, but follows immediately from the example in the indu tive step, by
omitting the olor 0 and
1 FFs (and the feedba k path).
5

Algorithms

Our algorithm for determining the maximum is similar to that presented in
[2℄. We iterate over ea h FF in the netlist; if unlabeled, it is labeled with an
arbitrary index 0. We next perform a depth- rst fanout sear h from this FF;
ea h time we en ounter a FF, we label it with the urrent index and in rement
that index for the re ursive fanout sear h from that FF. On e the fanout sear h
is nished, we perform a depth- rst fanin sear h from the original FF; ea h time
we en ounter an unlabeled FF, we label it with the urrent index and de rement
that index for the re ursive fanin sear h from that FF. When an already-labeled
FF is en ountered during a fanin or fanout sear h, we nd the greatest- ommon
divisor of the previous \maximum " and the di eren e between the previous
index of this FF and the urrent index. On e ompleted, this algorithm (whi h
runs in linear time) yields the maximum value of . If is equal to 1, no slow abstra tion may be performed. If is never updated during oloring, the
netlist is a feed-forward pipeline. To obtain the FF olorings, we transform the
initial indi es modulo su h that the property-visible FFs have olor
1. For
feed-forward pipelines, we merely shift the inital indi es su h that the lowestnumbered ones are equivalent to 0.
Abstra tion of the netlist o urs as in Se tion 3. Rather than introdu ing
1 nondeterministi variables (used only for the al ulation of initial values),
we need only dlog2 ( )e variables. This is due to the observation that, if the
nondeterministi value onjun ted for the sele tor of a olor i mux is equivalent
to 1, then the nondeterministi values onjun ted with the sele tors of all olor
j muxes (where j < i) are don't ares. We may utilize this log2 nondeterminsti
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value to determine the olor of the FFs whose initial values will propagate to
the remaining FFs. Thus, an abstra t initial state may be bound to a unique
timeframe of the on rete design. Note that, regardless of the implementation,
the same random value must be utilized for all olor i muxes to ensure atomi ity
of the data.
Other than the dlog2 ( )e nondeterministi values introdu ed for initial value
generation, the only other variables introdu ed are due to splitting of input
ones. While this may in rease the number of inputs of the design by a fa tor of
, we have found in pra ti e that this in rease is quite small { a small fra tion
of the total number of inputs { and negligible ompared to the number of state
variables removed. Despite this in rease, these split inputs should not ause a
serious BDD blowup sin e they tend to form independent (on a per- olor basis)
input ports, whi h a sophisti ated BDD ordering may exploit.

5.1 Tra e Lifting

We will perform our model he king upon the abstra ted netlist N 0 . However,
we must translate the tra es obtained to the original netlist N . We have found
that the simplest way to perform the translation is to generate a test ase by
proje ting the tra e from N 0 down to the inputs, and manipulating this test ase
for appli ation to N . We perform this generation in two steps: a pre x generation,
and a suÆx generation.
For suÆx generation, if no input splitting o urs, we may merely stutter ea h
input
1 times to onvert the test ase. If input splitting does o ur, we apply
the stuttering te hnique to all non-split inputs. We de ne the olor of an input
as the olor of the FFs to whi h it fans out. For example, if input A drives FFs
of olor 0 and 2, it will be split into two inputs { A 0 and A 2, of olor 0 and
2, respe tively. We use the value upon input A i at y le j in the abstra t tra e
for the value at time  j + i of input A in the test ase for N . We ll in any
remaining gaps by an arbitrary sele tion of any legal value; this value does not
in uen e the behavior of interest. The suÆx generation a ounts for the fa t
that every transition of the abstra t ma hine orrelates to a -transition of the
original ma hine.
The pre x generation is used to prepend to the suÆx tra e a path suitable
to transition N from an initial state to the rst state in the suÆx tra e (whi h
is an element of Sinit ). Letting nd init be the value en oded in the log2 initial
value variables in the initial abstra t state, the length of the pre x p is equal to
1 n d init. Generating the pre x ba kwards (and beginning with i = 0), we
iteratively prepend the input values (from the initial value opy of the netlist)
whi h fan out to olor
1 i FFs, then in rement i and repeat until i  p.
For feed-forward pipelines, all tra e lifting is performed via pre x generation.
6

Experimental Results

We utilized IBM's model he ker, RuleBase [10℄, to obtain our experimental
results. We arbitrarily sele ted ten omponents of IBM's Gigahertz Pro essor
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whi h had previously been model he ked. Our algorithm identi ed two of these
as being -slow. The rst is a feed-forward pipeline; the se ond is the ve-slow
pipeline with feedba k mentioned in Se tion 1. Both were expli itly entered in
HDL as -slow designs { this topology is not the by-produ t of a synthesis tool.
Both had multi- olored inputs, whi h our generalized topology was able to exploit. Both of these omponents had been undergoing veri ation and regression
for more than 12 months prior to the development of this abstra tion te hnique.
Consequently, the unabstra ted variants had very good BDD orderings available.
All results were obtained on an IBM RS/6000 Workstation Model 595 with 2
GB main memory. RuleBase was run with the most aggressive automated model
redu tion te hniques it has to o er (in luding dual-phase abstra tion [5℄), and
with dynami BDD reordering (Rudell) enabled.
Prior to running the -slow abstra tion algorithm on these netlists, we ran
automated s ripts whi h removed s an hain onne tions between the lat hes
(whi h unne essarily limited ), and whi h ut self-feedba k on \operational
mode" FFs (into whi h values are s anned prior to fun tional use of the netlist,
and held during fu tional use via the self-feedba k loop).
We rst deployed this abstra tion te hnique on the feed-forward pipeline. The
most interesting ase was the most omplex property against whi h we veri ed
this design. The unabstra ted version had 148 variables, and with our best initial
ordering took 409.6 se onds with a maximum of 1410244 allo ated BDD nodes.
The rst run on the abstra ted variant (with a random initial ordering) had 53
variables, and took 44.9 se onds with a maximum of 201224 BDD nodes. While
this speedup is signi ant, this omparison is skewed sin e the unabstra ted run
bene ted from the extensive prior BDD reordering. Re-running the unabstra ted
experiment with a random initial ordering took 3657.9 se onds, with 2113255
BDD nodes. Re-running the abstra ted experiment using the ordering obtained
during the rst run as the initial ordering took 4.6 se onds with 98396 nodes.
Computing the -slow abstra tion took 0.3 se onds.
The next example is the ve-slow design. With a good initial ordering, model
he king the unabstra ted design against one arbitrarily sele ted formula took
5526.4 se onds, with 251 variables and 3662500 nodes. The rst run of the abstra ted design (with a random initial ordering) took 381.5 se onds, with 134
variables and 339424 nodes. Re-running the rule twi e more (and re-utilizing
the al ulated BDD orders) yielded a run of 181.1 se onds, 293545 nodes. Model
he king the unabstra ted design with an random initial ordering took 23692.5
se onds, 7461703 nodes. Computing the -slow abstra tion took 3.2 se onds.
Note that, due to the potential in rease in depth of ombinational ones
entailed by this abstra tion, there is a potential for a serious blowup of the
transition relation or fun tion. Splitting or onjoining may be utilized to ombat
su h blowup [11℄. A reasonable ordering seems fairly important when utilizing
this abstra tion. Our rst set of experiments were run with reordering o , and
a random initial ordering. The results for the feed-forward pipeline were akin to
those reported above. However, the ve-slow abstra ted transition relation was
signi antly larger than the unabstra ted variant given the random ordering,
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thereby resulting in a mu h slower exe ution than on the unabstra ted run. With
reordering enabled, the results (as reported above) were onsistently superior.
7

Con lusions and Future Work

We have developed an eÆ ient algorithm for identifying and abstra ting generalized ip- op based -slow netlists. Our approa h generalizes the de nition
provided in [2℄; this generality allows us to apply our abstra tion to a substantial
per entage of design omponents. This abstra tion is fully automated, and runs
in O(  nets) time. Our abstra tion de reases the number of state variables, and
the diameter of the model by . Our experimental results indi ate the substantial
bene t of this abstra tion in redu ing veri ation time and memory (one to two
magnitudes of order improvement), when appli able. We dis uss expressibility
onstraints on CTL* model he king using this abstra tion.
Future work items involve eÆ ient te hniques for identi ation of netlist
substru tures whi h violate -slowness, yet may be safely repla ed by others
whi h do not. Other work involves extending the lass of netlists to whi h this
te hnique may be applied through the splitting of sequential ones.
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